Moderately slow $\nu = 96$

Verse:

1. If I could reach the stars,
   I'd pull one down for you,

2. If I could be a king,
   even for a day,

   shine it on my heart
   I'd take you as my queen

   so you could see the truth
   I'd have it no other way

---

Change the World - 4 - 1
that this love I have inside
And our love would rule

But for now, I find
Till then I'll be a fool

Chorus:

change the world
I would be the sunlight in your universe

You would think my love was really something good, baby, if I could
change the world.

1/2. Gdim7 B7sus/F

change the world. Baby.

if I could change the world.
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I could change, baby, if I could change, baby,
if I could change the world...